Color-changing and color-tunable photonic bandgap fiber textiles
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Abstract: We present the fabrication and use of plastic Photonic Band Gap Bragg fibers in photonic textiles for applications in interactive cloths, sensing fabrics, signage and art. In their cross section Bragg fibers feature periodic sequence of layers of two distinct plastics. Under ambient illumination the fibers appear colored due to optical interference in their microstructure. Importantly, no dyes or colorants are used in fabrication of such fibers, thus making the fibers resistant to color fading. Additionally, Bragg fibers guide light in the low refractive index core by photonic bandgap effect, while uniformly emitting a portion of guided color without the need of mechanical perturbations such as surface corrugation or microbending, thus making such fibers mechanically superior to the standard light emitting fibers. Intensity of side emission is controlled by varying the number of layers in a Bragg reflector. Under white light illumination, emitted color is very stable over time as it is defined by the fiber geometry rather than by spectral content of the light source. Moreover, Bragg fibers can be designed to reflect one color when side illuminated, and to emit another color while transmitting the light. By controlling the relative intensities of the ambient and guided light the overall fiber color can be varied, thus enabling passive color changing textiles. Additionally, by stretching a PBG Bragg fiber, its guided and reflected colors change proportionally to the amount of stretching, thus enabling visually interactive and sensing textiles responsive to the mechanical influence. Finally, we argue that plastic Bragg fibers offer economical solution demanded by textile applications.
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1. Introduction

Driven by the consumer demand of unique appearance, increased performance and multifunctionality of the woven items, smart textiles became an active area of current research. Various applications of smart textiles include interactive clothing for sports, hazardous occupations, and military, industrial textiles with integrated sensors or signage, fashion accessories and apparel with unique and variable appearance. Major advances in the textile capabilities can only be achieved through further development of its fundamental element - a fiber. In this work we discuss the prospectives of Photonic Band Gap (PBG) fibers in photonic textiles. Among newly discovered functionalities we highlight real-time color-changing capability of PBG fiber-based textiles with potential applications in dynamic signage and environmentally adaptive coloration.

As it stands from their name, photonic textiles integrate light emitting or light processing elements into mechanically flexible matrix of a woven material, so that appearance or other properties of such textiles could be controlled or interrogated. Practical implementation of photonic textiles is through integration of specialty optical fibers during the weaving process of textile manufacturing. This approach is quite natural as optical fibers, being long threads of sub-millimeter diameter, are geometrically and mechanically similar to the regular textile fibers, and, therefore, suitable for similar processing. Various applications of photonic textiles have been researched including large area structural health monitoring and wearable sensing, large area illumination and clothes with unique esthetic appearance, flexible and wearable displays.

Thus, optical fibers embedded into woven composites have been applied for in-service structural health monitoring and stress-strain monitoring of industrial textiles and composites [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6]. Integration of optical fiber-based sensor elements into wearable clothes allows real-time monitoring of bodily and environmental conditions, which is of importance to various hazardous civil occupations and military. Examples of such sensor elements can be optical fibers with chemically or biologically activated claddings for bio-chemical detection [7], Bragg gratings and long period gratings [8] for temperature and strain measurements, as well as microbending-based sensing elements for pressure detection [9]. Advantages of optical fiber sensors over other sensor types include resistance to corrosion and fatigue, flexible and
lightweight nature, immunity to E&M interference, and ease of integration into textiles.

Total Internal Reflection (TIR) fibers modified to emit light sideways [10] have been used to produce emissive fashion items [11], as well as backlighting panels for medical and industrial applications [12, 13]. To implement such emissive textiles one typically uses common silica [10] or plastic [14] optical fibers in which light extraction is achieved through corrugation of the fiber surface, or through fiber microbending. Moreover, specialty fibers have been demonstrated capable of transverse lasing [15, 16], with additional applications in security and target identification. Recently, flexible displays based on emissive fiber textiles have received considerable attention due to their potential applications in wearable advertisement and dynamic signage [17, 18]. It was noted, however, that such emissive displays are, naturally, ”attention-grabbers” and might not be suitable for applications that do not require constant user awareness [19]. An alternative to such displays are the so called, ambient displays, which are based on non-emissive, or, possibly, weakly emissive elements. In such displays color change is typically achieved in the light reflection mode via variable spectral absorption of chromatic inks. Color or transparency changes in such inks can be thermally [19, 20] or electrically activated [21]. An ambient display normally blends in with the environment, while the display presence is recognized only when the user is aware of it. It is argued that it is in such ambient displays that the comfort, esthetics and information streaming is the easiest to combine.

Apart from photonic textiles, a vast body of research has been conducted to understand and to be able to design the light scattering properties of synthetic non-optical fibers. Thus, prediction of the color of an individual fiber based on the fiber absorption and reflection properties was discussed in [22]. Prediction of textile appearance due to multi-fiber redirection of light was addressed in [23, 24, 25]. It was also established that the shape of the individual fibers comprising a yarn bundle has a major effect on the appearance of the resultant textile [26, 27, 28, 29, 30], including textile brightness, glitter, color, etc. The use of the synthetic fibers with non-circular crosssections, or microstructured fibers containing air voids [31] running along their length became one of the major product differentiators in the yarn manufacturing industry.

Recently, novel type of optical fibers, called photonic crystal fibers (PCFs), has been introduced. In their crosssection such fibers contain either periodically arranged micron-sized air voids [32, 33], or a periodic sequence of micron-sized layers of different materials [37, 38, 39]. Non-surprisingly, when illuminated transversally, spatial and spectral distribution of scattered light from such fibers is quite complex. The fibers appear colored due to optical interference effects in the microstructured region of a fiber. By varying the size and position of the fiber structural elements one can, in principle, design fibers of unlimited unique appearances. Thus, starting with transparent colorless materials, by choosing transverse fiber geometry correctly one can design the fiber color, translucence and iridescence. This holds several manufacturing advantages, namely, color agents are no longer necessary for the fabrication of colored fibers, the same material combination can be used for the fabrication of fibers with very different designable appearances. Moreover, fiber appearance is very stable over the time as it is defined by the fiber geometry rather than by the chemical additives such as dyes, which are prone to fading over time. Additionally, some photonic crystal fibers guide light using photonic bandgap effect rather than total internal reflection. Intensity of side emitted light can be controlled by choosing the number of layers in the microstructured region surrounding the optical fiber core. Such fibers always emit a certain color sideways without the need of surface corrugation or microbending, thus promising considerably better fiber mechanical properties compared to TIR fibers adapted for illumination applications. Additionally, by introducing into the fiber microstructure materials whose refractive index could be changed through external stimuli (for example, liquid crystals at a variable temperature), spectral position of the fiber bandgap (color of the emitted light) can be varied at will [34, 35, 36]. Finally, as we demon-
strate in this work, photonic crystal fibers can be designed that reflect one color when side illuminated, while emit another color while transmitting the light. By mixing the two colors one can either tune the color of an individual fiber, or change it dynamically by controlling the intensity of the launched light. This opens new opportunities for the development of photonic textiles with adaptive coloration, as well as wearable fiber-based color displays.

So far, application of photonic crystal fibers in textiles was only demonstrated in the context of distributed detection and emission of mid-infrared radiation (wavelengths of light in a 3-12 \( \mu m \) range) for security applications [37, 38]; there the authors used photonic crystal Bragg fibers made of chalcogenide glasses which are transparent in the mid-IR range. Proposed fibers were, however, of limited use for textiles operating in the visible (wavelengths of light in a 0.38-0.75 \( \mu m \) range) due to high absorption of chalcogenide glasses, and a dominant orange-metallic color of the chalcogenide glass. In the visible spectral range, in principle, both silica [40, 41] and polymer-based PBG fibers [42] are now available and can be used for textile applications. At this point, however, the cost of textiles based on such fibers would be prohibitively high as the price of such fibers ranges in hundreds of dollars per meter due to complexity of their fabrication. We believe that acceptance of photonic crystal fibers by the textile industry can only become possible if much cheaper fiber fabrication techniques are used. Such techniques can be either extrusion-based [43], or should involve only simple processing steps requiring limited process control. To this end, our group has developed all-polymer PBG Bragg fibers [39, 44] using layer-by-layer polymer deposition, as well as polymer film co-rolling techniques, which are economical and well suitable for industrial scale-up.

This paper is organized as follows. We start, by comparing the operational principles of the TIR fibers and PBG fibers for applications in optical textiles. We then highlight technical advantages offered by the PBG fibers, compared to the TIR fibers, for the light extraction from the optical fibers. Next, we develop theoretical understanding of the emitted and reflected colors of a PBG fiber. Then, we demonstrate the possibility of changing the fiber color by mixing the two colors resulting from emission of guided light and reflection of the ambient light. After that, we present RGB yarns with an emitted color that can be varied at will. Then, we present light reflection and light emission properties of two PBG textile prototypes, and highlight challenges in their fabrication and maintenance. Finally, we study changes in the transmission spectra of the PBG Bragg fibers under mechanical strain. We conclude with a summary of the work.

2. Extraction of light from the optical fibers

The key functionality of a standard optical fiber is efficient guiding of light from an optical source to a detector. Currently, all the photonic textiles are made using the TIR optical fibers that confine light very efficiently in their cores. Due to considerations of commercial availability and cost, one frequently uses silica glass-based telecommunication grade fibers, which are even less suitable for photonic textiles, as such fibers are designed for ultra-low loss transmission with virtually undetectable side leakage. The main problem for the photonic textile manufacturers, thus, becomes the extraction of light from the optical fibers.

Light extraction from the core of a TIR fiber is typically accomplished by introducing perturbations at the fiber core/cladding interface. Two most frequently used methods to realize such perturbations are macro-bending of optical fibers by the threads of a supporting fabric (see Fig. 1(a)), or scratching of the fiber surface to create light scattering defects (see Fig. 1(b)). Principal disadvantage of macro-bending approach is in high sensitivity of scattered light intensity on the value of a bend radius. Particularly, insuring that the fiber is sufficiently bent with a constant bending radii throughout the whole textile is challenging. If uniformity of the fiber bending radii is not assured, then only a part of a textile featuring tightly bend fiber will be lit up. This technical problem becomes especially acute in the case of wearable photonic textiles in which
local textile structure is prone to changes due to variable force loads during wear, resulting in 'patchy' looking non-uniformly luminescing fabrics. Moreover, optical and mechanical properties of the commercial silica fibers degrade irreversibly when the fibers are bent into tight bends (bending radii of several mm) which are necessary for efficient light extraction, thus resulting in somewhat fragile textiles. Main disadvantage of scratching approach is that mechanical or chemical methods used to roughen the fiber surface tend to introduce mechanical defect into the fiber structure, thus resulting in weaker fibers prone to breakage. Moreover, due to random nature of mechanical scratching or chemical etching, post-processing techniques tend to introduce a number of randomly located very strong optical defects which result in almost complete leakage of light at a few singular points, making photonic textile appearance unappealing.

In this work we demonstrate that using photonic bandgap fibers in place of TIR fibers eliminates many technological problems associated with light extraction from optical fibers, while also allowing additional functionalities. Although, the following discussion holds for any PBG fiber, we structure our presentation around hollow and solid core PBG Bragg fibers (see Fig 1(c), and (d)) that we fabricate in our laboratory. Hollow core Bragg fiber (Fig. 1(c)) consists of an air-filled core surrounded by a periodic sequence of high and low refractive index layers forming a so-called Bragg reflector [46]. Distinguished feature of such a reflector is the presence of bandgaps - spectral regions of high reflector efficiency caused by the interference effects inside a periodic multilayer. In a Bragg fiber, light with frequency inside of a reflector bandgap can be effectively confined in the fiber hollow core through reflections from a surrounding periodic reflector. Effective refractive index of a core guided mode is typically somewhat smaller than that of air filling the core. In practice, due to finite number of layers in the multilayer, there is always tunnelling and leakage of light sideways across the reflector. By changing the number of reflector layers one can control the leakage rate. Thus, for energy transmission applications one wants to increase the number of reflector layers to suppress radiation loss, while for illumination applications one wants to choose a relatively small number of reflector layers to allow sizable sideways irradiation. Another characteristic feature of bandgap guidance is wavelength filtering. Particularly, when launching white light into a PBG fiber, only a particular color defined by the bandgap will be guided, while all the other colors will be irradiated out of the waveguide after the few cm of propagation (see Fig. 2(a)). The key advantage of the hollow
core PBG fiber technology for photonic textiles is in the fact that such fibers can emit guided radiation sideways without the need of any mechanical deformations. Moreover, emission rate and the color of irradiated light can be controlled by varying the number of layers in the reflector, and the reflector layer thicknesses, respectively. Additionally, color emitted by PBG Bragg fiber is very stable as it is mostly defined by the geometry of a PBG reflector rather than spectral content and stability of the light source or chemical additives such as dyes.

As we have mentioned earlier, in the visible spectral range both silica [40, 41] and polymer-based hollow PBG fibers [42] have been recently demonstrated, with some of the PBG fibers even available commercially for the visible-near IR [47] and mid-IR ranges [48]. However, the cost of such fibers is in hundreds of dollars per meter due to challenges in their fabrication. To address this issue, our group has developed all-polymer low refractive index solid core PBG fibers (Fig. 1(d)) [39, 44], which are economical and well suitable for industrial scale-up. Such fibers are significantly easier to manufacture than hollow core PBG fibers, therefore their cost is expected to be much lower. Similar to the hollow core fibers, geometry of a solid core PBG fiber features periodic reflector made of a sequence of high and low refractive index layers. The reflector surrounds a low refractive index core, which is typically made of the same material as the low refractive index layers of a periodic reflector. Guidance in the low refractive index core of a fiber is enabled by the bandgap of a surrounding reflector, with non-guided colors leaking through the reflector and into the fiber cladding. Effective refractive index of a core guided mode in a solid core PBG fiber is somewhat smaller than that of a core refractive index, while larger than refractive index of air. Because of that, light that leaks from the fiber core and into the cladding will be contained in the fiber cladding material. In this respect, the fiber exhibits an overall TIR guidance and no sideways emission of light is expected. In practice, due to a large number of imperfections at the fiber cladding/air interface (dust, scratches, etc.), light in the cladding is always efficiently irradiated outside of the fiber.

It is important to note a significant difference in the complexity of light extraction in traditional TIR fibers versus low refractive index solid core Bragg fibers. In conventional TIR fibers one has to introduce perturbations at the core/cladding interface which is located well inside of the fiber structure, while in solid core Bragg fibers one only has to introduce perturbation at the outer fiber/air interface, which is significantly easier to accomplish. Moreover, in conventional TIR fibers, light emission rate is controlled directly through the average strength of the otherwise randomly distributed perturbations. In contrast, in solid core Bragg fibers, light emission rate (from the core into the cladding) is controlled by the number of layers in the Bragg reflector, while for the emission from the cladding into air one only has to assure an efficient light scattering at the fiber cladding/air interface. As a direct consequence of these differences, light emitted by the solid core Bragg fibers appears very uniformly distributed over the fiber length, and no bright spots are typically observed (see Fig. 2(a)).

In Fig. 2(a) we present photographs of 20cm sections of various solid core Bragg fibers fabricated from the same preform, while drawn to different outside diameters. Under the injection of white light, the fibers are glowing uniformly along their lengths with reach distinct colors defined by the bandgaps of their corresponding Bragg reflectors. Moreover, even in the absence of guided light, the fibers appear colored when externally illuminated (see Fig. 2(b)), while remaining semi-transparent due to transparency of plastics used in the fiber fabrication.

3. Understanding the colors of PBG fibers

In our laboratory we fabricate solid and hollow core PBG Bragg fibers using layer-by-layer deposition of polymer films, as well as co-rolling of commercial and home-made polymer films around the core mandrel [39, 44]. Photographs of a typical solid core fiber preform and a resultant fiber are presented in Fig. 3(a). For fabrication of Bragg fibers we mainly use two material
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Fig. 2. Colorful PBG Bragg fibers. a) When launching white light into the Bragg fibers, after a few cm from the coupling end the fibers appear intensely colored. Color of an individual fiber is defined by the spectral position of the fiber reflector bandgap. b) Under ambient illumination, semi-transparent Bragg fibers appear colored again. Fiber color in reflection of the ambient light can be different from the color due to emission of guided light.

combinations, which are polystyrene (PS)/poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) and polycarbonate (PC)/poly(vinylene difluoride) (PVDF) featuring the refractive index contrasts of 1.6/1.48 and 1.58/1.4 respectively. To describe guided states in such fibers one typically starts with finding the bandgaps of a Bragg reflector. In Fig. 3(b) we present a typical band diagram (frequency versus the propagation constant) of the guided modes of an infinite planar periodic reflector fabricated from PMMA/PS and having layers of equal thicknesses $d = 430\text{nm}$. Gray regions in the band diagram describe states delocalized over the whole periodic reflector. Such states are efficiently irradiated out of the fiber on the imperfections at the fiber/air interface. Thus, when launching white light into the fiber (see Fig. 2(a)), states delocalized over the whole fiber crosssection are typically irradiated after the first few cm of propagation. Clear regions in Fig. 3(b) define regions of phase space where no delocalized states exist inside of the periodic reflector, these are the reflector bandgaps. Bragg reflector can, therefore, confine light in the fiber core if the frequency and angle of incidence (propagation constant) of guided light falls into the reflector bandgap. As the core size of Bragg fiber is very large (compared to the wavelength of operation), light propagation inside of the fiber core can be envisioned as a sequence of consecutive bounces of rays travelling at shallow angles with respect to the core/reflector interface. Effective refractive index of such rays is close, while somewhat smaller than that of a core material. Dispersion relation of the Gaussian-like fundamental core guided mode (shown in Fig. 3(b) as a solid red curve), therefore, appears inside of the Bragg reflector bandgap, and is positioned somewhat above the light line of a core material. Dispersion relations of the higher-order higher-loss core modes (not shown in Fig. 3(b)) are positioned further above the light line of the core material, while propagation of such modes within the fiber core is characterized by steeper incidence angles onto the core/reflector interface. The color guided by the fiber core is, therefore, defined by the spectral region corresponding to the intersection of a core material light line with the reflector bandgap. Spectral position of a reflector bandgap (guided color) can be varied at will by changing the thicknesses of the reflector layers, with thicker layers resulting in bandgaps positioned at longer wavelengths. Practically, layer thicknesses are varied by drawing the same preform to fibers of various diameters.

It is important to note that although bandgap position is determined solely by the geometry of
Fig. 3. a) Solid core plastic Bragg fiber preform and a resultant fiber. b) Band diagram of the modes of a solid PMMA core Bragg fiber with a PMMA/PS reflector. Colors of the emitted and reflected light from the Bragg fibers are determined by the positions of the fiber reflector bandgaps.

a reflector, the color of guided light is rather determined by the intersection of the light line of a fiber core material with reflector bandgap (red solid line in Fig. 3(b)). From the basic theory of the low refractive index-contrast fibers [45] it follows that the center wavelength \( \lambda_c \) of the reflector bandgap is given by:

\[
\frac{\lambda_c}{2} = d_h \sqrt{n_h^2 - n_c^2} + d_l \sqrt{n_l^2 - n_c^2},
\]

where \( n_c \) is the core refractive index, \( n_{h,l} \) are the refractive indices of the high and low refractive index layers in the fiber Bragg reflector, while \( d_{h,l} \) are the corresponding layer thicknesses. As follows from Fig. 3(b) and expression (1), one can actively change the color of the guided light by either changing the thickness of the reflector layers, or by changing the value of the core refractive index. The former can be implemented by stretching the fiber. The latter can be implemented by filling the hollow core of a PBG Bragg fiber with a material whose refractive index can be changed by varying certain environmental parameters such as temperature or electric field. One class of such materials are liquid crystals that have already been successfully applied to tune bandgap positions in various PBG systems [34, 35, 36].

Additionally, even with no light travelling inside a fiber, while only under the ambient (external) illumination, the PBG Bragg fibers still appear colored (see Fig. 2(b)). Typically, the fiber color in the far field is determined by the reflection properties of the fiber Bragg reflector under the normal light incidence (\( \beta = 0 \)). From Fig. 3(b) it is clear that for low refractive index-contrast all-polymer Bragg fibers, the bandgap of a reflector at normal incidence is, generally, located at a different spectral position than the reflector bandgap that supports core guided mode. Therefore, the fiber color under ambient illumination is, generally, different from the fiber color due to irradiation of the core guided light. This opens an interesting opportunity of adjusting the overall fiber color by controlling the relative intensities of the ambient and propagating light. Finally, we note that when operating within higher order bandgaps of the fiber Bragg reflector,
the color of guided light can be both of higher or lower frequency than the color of the fiber under ambient illumination.

4. Color-changing textiles under the variable ambient illumination

One of the unique properties of the PBG fiber-based textiles is their ability to change its overall color by mixing the color of reflected ambient light with the color of the irradiated guided light. Consider schematic of a hollow core PBG fiber shown in Fig. 4(a). As it was detailed in the previous section, when launching white light into such a fiber, only the color guided by the reflector bandgap will propagate along the fiber, while all the other colors will be lost to radiation in the first few cm of propagation. Due to finite number of layers in the reflector, guided color will slowly leak out of the fiber core and scatter on the imperfections at the fiber/air interface, thus resulting in fiber coloration. On the other hand, under ambient illumination, and in the absence of guided light, such fibers will again be colored (see Fig. 2(b)). This, however, is due to the reflection of a particular color by the reflector bandgap at close to normal angles of incidence of the ambient light (see Fig. 4(a)). As it was demonstrated in the previous section, color of the reflected ambient light is, generally, different from the color of the irradiated core-guided light. Therefore, when both the ambient illumination and guided light are present, the overall color of the fiber will be determined by mixing of the two colors in the radiation far field. This opens an interesting possibility of actively controlling the fiber color by controlling the relative intensities of the ambient and guided light.

Fig. 4. a) Schematic of a color changing fiber. Color of a PBG fiber can be varied by mixing the emitted guided color with the reflected color from ambient illumination. b) Experimental demonstration of color mixing. c) A collection of lit fibers under strong ambient illumination. Both the emitted guided colors (especially visible at the fiber peripheries) and the reflected colors (especially visible along the fiber center lines) are visible.

In Fig. 4(b) we present practical demonstration of a color-mixing concept. In this experiment four fibers were suspended in air parallel to each other. The picture at the bottom left of Fig. 4(b) was taken in the dark with light going through the fiber, showing red coloration of the fiber. The picture at the top left of Fig. 4(b) was taken under the laboratory illumination and no light going through the fiber, showing green coloration of the fiber. When allowing both ambient illumination and guided light (middle picture in Fig. 4(b)), the resultant appearance of the fibers...
in the near field is a collection of green and red stripes. When defocusing the microscope from the fiber surface (right picture in Fig. 4(b)) we get, effectively, an image of the fibers in the far field, which reveals a resultant yellow color of the fiber bundle. Note that the backgrounds always appear black even for the photos captured under the laboratory illumination. This is due to the fact that to take the pictures of fibers we have used a 5x microscope. As the fibers were suspended in air, there was no reflective background in the field of view of a microscope, thus resulting in the black backgrounds in the photos. Finally, in Fig. 4(c) we show a collection of several randomly chosen lit fibers under ambient illumination with both the emitted and reflected colors clearly visible.

5. Color-on-demand textiles using RGB yarns

To implement a PBG fiber-based textile capable of changing its emissive color one can employ RGB yarns. Particularly, consider a braid made of 3 Bragg fibers having red (R), green (G) and blue (B) emissive colors (see Fig. 6(a)). The resultant color emitted by a RGB yarn can be adjusted by controlling the intensities of white light launched into the individual R, G or B fibers. In principle, one can use a single white light source with an unbalanced 1x3 splitter shown in Fig. 6(b). Advantage of this approach is that the color emitted by such a textile will be very stable over time and largely independent of the fluctuations in the intensity of a light source. Moreover, in the event of failure of a white light source one has to simply substitute it with a source of comparable emission spectrum with no re-calibration of the fiber color necessary. In comparison, traditional photonic textiles based on TIR fibers use three different light sources of R, G and B colors for adjusting the overall color of a textile. Relative intensities of the three light sources have to be monitored and maintained constant over time to avoid color drift. In the event of failure of one of the light sources one has to replace it and recalibrate the fiber color by adjusting the relative intensities of all the three sources.

Similarly, in the reflection mode, textile color can be designed by mixing in the proper proportion fibers of different reflected colors. Moreover, fibers having the same reflected color (for example, pink in Fig. 4(c)) can have different emissive colors (cyan, blue and pink in Fig. 4(c)). This opens an opportunity of designing a monochromatically colored textile under ambient illumination, which is, nevertheless, capable of having any resultant color through emission of R, G and B colors. Such color-changing textiles could find their use in uniforms, signage and machine vision. As no chemical colorants are used in the fabrication of the PBG fiber-based textiles, and as only white light sources are necessary to light them up, such textiles can prove to be more stable over the time and easier to maintain than their traditional counterparts.
6. Experimental realization of the PBG fiber-based textiles

In what follows we present two prototypes of the PBG fiber textiles.

6.1. Prototype I

![Fig. 6. PBG Bragg fiber-based textile with a white silk matrix. When externally illuminated the textile appears highly reflective showing stripes of different colors. When looked closely, the colored stripes are made of fibers of similar diameters; supporting silk ground cloth is visible through the transparent colored fibers.](image)

In Fig. 6 we present photographs of the first 15cmx15cm textile prototype which was created by weaving the Bragg fibers into the matrix of white silk. About 200m of continuous colored Bragg fiber was created in a single draw. Fiber preform was fabricated by co-rolling of the two commercial 50µm thick PMMA and PS films around 1in diameter PMMA rod. The fiber diameter was varied in the range 100µm-500µm during the production run to get the fibers of different colors. Fiber propagation loss for the fabricated batch was in the 10-20dB/m range (higher loss for smaller diameter fibers) in the visible, while the fiber numerical aperture (NA) in the visible varied between 0.15 and 0.38 with higher NA for the larger diameter fibers.

The sample was hand woven on a Dobby loom and specific weave structures were used to place as much of the optical fiber as possible on the white silk matrix, or ground cloth, so that the fibers could emit and reflect the maximum amount of light. As it is standard in textile manufacturing, several rows of tightly packed threads at the textile sides were used to hold the textile and fibers firmly together. Fibers on one end of a textile were extended outside of a sample for further connectorisation and light launching. Thus fabricated photonic textile appears colored and reflective when externally illuminated. When looked closer the textile shows colored stripes made of fibers with similar diameters and coloration. Finally, when looked even closer one distinguishes a white silk matrix visible through the semi-transparent colored fibers.

When launching white light into a textile sample (see Fig. 7) we note that light propagates easily through the coupling section containing mostly straight fibers, resulting in a collection of brightly lit fibers of every color. At the textile edge, the fibers are held by rows of tightly packed silk threads causing thinner fibers to experience strong macro-bending, and resulting in extensive light loss. In contrast, thicker fibers, which are less prone to bending, persist inside of a textile and light it up through emission of guided color.

6.2. Prototype II

In Fig. 8 we present photographs of a second 20cmx20cm textile prototype which was created by weaving the PBG Bragg fibers into the matrix of black silk. Before weaving, individual fibers were roughly sorted by their two colors in reflection and emission modes. Therefore, both unlit and lit textile appears to be made of wide bands of distinct colors. Fibers for the second
prototype were made to have larger diameters to avoid the problem of excessive light loss due to textile induced fiber bending. Particularly, fiber preform was fabricated by co-rolling around a PMMA rod of the home-extruded PMMA and PS films each of less than 20\(\mu\text{m}\) of thickness. As we have started with thinner reflector layers in the preform, we needed smaller drawdown ratios (compared to that of the first prototype) to result in the same size of the reflector layers as in the case of the first prototype. As a consequence, fibers in the second prototype were significantly larger and more mechanically robust than the fibers in the first prototype, while having similar colors both in reflection and emission modes. Overall, about 200m of continuous fiber was produced. Fiber diameter was varied in the range 300\(\mu\text{m}\)-600\(\mu\text{m}\) during the production run to get the fibers of different colors. Fiber propagation loss for the fabricated batch was in the range of 5-10dB/m (higher loss for smaller diameter fibers) in the visible part of a spectrum.

The second sample was also hand woven on a Dobby loom, however, unlike in the first prototype, care was taken not to create tightly packed threads at the textile sides in order to avoid an excess bending induced loss at the textile input and output edges. Fibers on one end of a textile were extended outside of a sample for further connectorisation and light launching. Thus fabricated photonic textile appears colored when externally illuminated (Fig. 8(a)). When looked closer the textile exhibits colored bands made of fibers with similar diameters and coloration. When launching white light into a textile sample (see Fig. 8(b)) light flows easily over the textile input edge, exhibiting a number of brightly lit wide bands of distinct colors.

In Fig. 8(c) we compare the appearances of various textile patches under the ambient illumination with or without the light going through the fibers. Note that the same patch looks differently depending on whether the textile is lit or not. This opens a possibility of controlling the resultant textile color by balancing the intensities of the guided and ambient light.

In Fig. 9(a) we present a complete view of a PBG fiber textile including the light coupling setup. Textile fibers are batched into two groups, each one is butt-coupled to one of the two fiber bundles coming out of the \(\sim 100W\) Edmund Optics halogen lamp source. The picture
Before weaving, individual fibers were roughly sorted by their two colors in the reflection and emission modes. Therefore, both unlit and lit textile appears to be made of wide bands of distinct colors.

a) Textile appearance under ambient illumination. b) Textile appearance when the white light is launch into it, while still under the ambient illumination. c) Colors of various textile patches under ambient illumination with or without the light going through the fibers.

is taken under the normal ambient illumination in the laboratory. The textile is lit, and the white light source is powerful enough so that the colors emitted by the textile are dominating the textile colors due to ambient illumination even under standard laboratory illumination. For comparison, in Fig. 9(b) we present the same lit textile in the dark.

Finally, we note that as power leaks out of the fiber, the optical power carried along the fiber decreases exponentially with travelled distance, thus resulting in non-uniform brightness of a photonic textile. This problem in common to all fiber-based textiles. The simplest solution is to ensure that textile dimension is much smaller than a characteristic decay length of light in the fiber. In principal one can also resort to fabrication of non-uniform fibers to compensate for the decay in the transmitted light intensity by forcing more light to escape closer to the fiber end.

7. Optical response of plastic PBG fibers to mechanical stretching

Finally, we would like to discuss another interesting feature of plastic PBG fibers, which is change in their optical properties under mechanical influence. We have previously mentioned that scaling of Bragg fiber geometry leads to the shift in the reflector bandgap position, and as a
Fig. 9. PBG fiber textile and light coupling setup. a) Lit textile under the normal ambient illumination in the laboratory. b) Lit textile in the dark.

consequence, to the change in the fiber transmitted and reflected colors. One would expect that under mechanical strain, fiber dimensions would vary, thus having an impact on both the fiber appearance and transmission spectrum.

In order to verify this experimentally, a piece of Bragg fiber was attached to two rigid blocks, with one of the blocks (at the fiber output) being translated along the fiber axis using a linear stage, thus applying a measurable strain on a fiber sample (see inset in Fig. 10(a)). The linear stage at the output end also hosted a lens assembly for collimating the transmitted light (fiber output end placed at the focal plane of the lens). Optical transmission spectra were then acquired with the aid of a monochromator for various fiber elongations reaching up to $2.2\text{cm}$ with the initial distance between the fiber clamps of $\sim 43\text{cm}$. During the experiments we made sure that changes in the recorded spectra were not due to translation of the setup optics.

Measured transmission spectra are presented in Fig. 8(a). As fiber relative elongation progressively increases from 0 % to 5 %, fiber transmission peak shifts towards shorter wavelengths, while attenuation increases. We presume that shift of the fiber transmission peak is due to spectral shift of the Bragg fiber bandgap. Particularly, we expect that due to fiber strain the fiber transverse crosssection contracts proportionally, thus resulting in a blue shift of a Bragg fiber bandgap. Decrease in the transmitted power can be explained in two ways. First, the two rigid clamps used to secure the fiber in place prevent about 2cm of fiber on each end to expand compared to the rest of the fiber. When strain is applied the clamped fiber will have a bandgap positioned somewhat differently from the one of a suspended fiber. This will amount to the increased loss as the transmission peak for a suspended fiber will be located closer to the bandgap edge of a clamped fiber. The net effect will be that of a transmission through a series of three somewhat mismatched narrow band filters. Another possible reason for the increase in fiber attenuation is the increase in the amount of the fiber structural defects due to applied strain.

Moreover, from the transmission data of Fig. 10(a) one can also deduce the dependence of the transmission peak wavelength with respect to the relative elongation of the Bragg fiber. Fig. 10(b) shows that transmission peak shift is linear with the fiber elongation having a slope of
Fig. 10. Stretching of plastic Bragg fibers. a) Transmission spectra of a Bragg fiber sample subjected to longitudinal stretching. Fiber elongation results in the shift of the fiber transmission peak to shorter wavelengths due to Bragg reflector thinning. In the inset: photo of an experimental setup. Collimated beam of a supercontinuum white light source is injected into a Bragg fiber sample which is clamped at both ends to the rigid support blocks. b) Linear shift of the transmission peak wavelength with respect to the Bragg fiber elongation with a slope of 1.73 nm/%. Thus, for the maximal fiber elongation of 5% we observe 8.5 nm shift in the transmission peak position. Sensitivity of the fiber transmission and reflection spectra to the mechanical strain could lead to applications of such fibers as distributed sensors or indicators. Moreover, when fiber is left under strain for an extended time period, such a strain could become permanent in polymer fibers, thus allowing for tuning of the fiber color and transmission spectrum.

8. Conclusions

We have presented an implementation of a photonic textile based on plastic Photonic Band Gap Bragg fibers for potential applications in smart cloths, signage and art. It was established that under ambient illumination Bragg fibers appear colored due to optical interference in their microstructure. As Bragg fibers guide light in the low refractive index core by photonic bandgap effect they naturally emit sideways a portion of guided color without the need of mechanical perturbations, which is their key advantage over traditional TIR fibers. Moreover, we have demonstrated Bragg fibers that reflect one color when side illuminated, and emit another color while transmitting the light. We then showed that by controlling the relative intensities of the ambient and guided light the overall fiber color can be varied. General implementation of the color-on-demand textiles using RGB yarns in the form of tri-fiber braids was discussed. It was established that another key advantage offered by PBG fibers in application to photonic textiles is stability of the emitted color over time. Moreover, we showed that emitted color of the PBG fiber can be tuned by applying strain. Finally, compared to other existing PBG fibers, all-plastic Bragg fibers currently offer the most economical solution required by the textile applications.
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